High-performance
industrial door specialist

Hart occupies its own purpose-built offices, to
headquarters’ standards, which adjoin the modern, higheave, industrial facility. Hart’s is staffed by a dedicated and
integrated management team that delivers design,
research and development, manufacture to very high
standards, installation and service support – all by Hart’s
staff with no third party sub-contractors.

Hart Door Systems –
home of the original
Speedor high-speed
door. Tried and tested
for over 30 years.

Hart Doors Systems – a global business

Hart Door Systems – an introduction
Hart Door Systems is a dynamic, family-owned, British
engineering company which manufactures a unique range of
industrial doors systems covering energy conservation,
improving shop-floor environment and increasing efficiency
via frequent automatic operation and speed.
Established over 60 years ago, Hart now supplies door systems
throughout the United Kingdom and exports around the
World.

Hart’s production line

All manufacturing is completed in Newcastle upon Tyne,
continuing its long tradition of first-class engineering. Hart
specialises in turn-key projects including design, prototype
development, manufacture, installation and after-sales
maintenance.
Hart delivers on time, on cost and to appropriate
internationally recognised standards.
Speedors for Siemens at Dubai Airport

Contracts and clients
Hart has worked on high-profile contracts such as Dubai
Metro, Heathrow terminals 1 to 5, King Abdullah International
airport, Jeddah, and St Pancras International and the Olympic
stadium, both in London. Hart works for developers and
international construction companies.
Other high-profile clients include Nestlé, Rolls-Royce, Ford,
Jaguar, Land Rover, Nissan, Veolia, Cadbury, Tata Steel,
Siemens, British Airways, Procter & Gamble, Arla Foods,
Western Power, GlaxoSmithKline and Aesica.

In-house training

Management
The Hart family continues to manage the Hart business with
Doug Hart, chairman, and Nick Hart, technical director, ably
supported by its factory and management teams.
St Pancras Station

Insulated fire shutters, Dubai Metro

Site meeting Dubai Metro

a globally recognised high-speed
industrial door system
Originally designed in 1980, Speedor is now
found on over 6,000 sites across some 20
countries. Speedor is the preferred choice of
many leading businesses seeking a fast-door
solution for a wide range of challenges faced by
industry – heat loss, vermin and dust egress,
shop-floor environment, goods in/out issues,
conveyor belt systems, explosive atmospheres and

many other situations that have been resolved
through the bespoke development of Speedors.
A survey in 2005 found 75% of all Speedors
installed were still fully operational providing an
indication of the longevity and reliability of the
product. Today the Speedor range continues to
appeal to a wide range of users across Standard
Industrial Classifications.

Speedor Storm and
Speedor Maxi

Speedor
Super

Exceptional wind resistance
for large doors

Classic Speedor tensioned door fabric
suitable for most applications

Speedor
Mini conveyors

Speedor Cleanroom
and Easyclean

Internal doors up to 5m also used for
machine guarding and frequently interfaced
with conveyors

Manufacturing, pharmaceutical and food
sectors with ability to wash-down and provide
a clean environment

Hart’s philosophy
Throughout the company’s history the mission
has been to deliver built to last quality
throughout each process of buying an
industrial door – management, design,
manufacturing, installation and service/
maintenance support - for all its customers.
Hart’s management team can take you
through the whole process from the type of
door best suited to your needs to compliance
with relevant Standards. Uppermost is on-time
delivery, reliability and at prices that achieve
least cost of ownership while maintaining the
highest standards of performance.

Added-value
Hart can advise, through open discussion, on
the most appropriate door system, together
with relevant performance characteristics, for
your proposed installation.
Properly specified and correctly installed door
systems will literally last for many years
particularly when supported by a full service
and maintenance programme which, in the
case of Hart, is delivered by the company that
designed and manufactured the door.

Hart Door Systems is:
■ Helpful
■ Innovative
■ Compliant
■ Fast and on-time
■ Reliable
■ Flexible
■ Collaborative

Fire roller shutters
Hart’s extensive range of fire shutters covers BS:EN
(UK/BRE) NFPA80 (USA/UL) and Russian fire resisting
standards providing up to 4 hours fire resistance. Interface
to building fire controls doors will close doors
automatically in a fire situation and can be fitted with
increasingly sophisticated safety control systems for
pedestrians. Manufactured in galvanised steel or stainless
steel optionally with powder coat or plastisol coatings to
provide high standards of finish. Radiance reducing or fully
insulated versions are available.

Security roller shutters
Hart manufactures a wide range of shutters with speed and
automation variants. Class 5 wind speeds and more are
also available. From Speedor Combi, which combines a
high-speed door with an external security shutter, to its
latest Terror Screen, a heavy-duty roller shutter designed for
exceptional protection. Terror Screen complies with
standard LPS 1175 SR4 Issue 7 and with full third party
certification from BRE/LPC. Other industrial shutters include
a Hurricane shutter built to withstand wind speeds of up to
250 mph, insulated roller shutters across a range of sizes as
well as built-in security shutters.

Insulated roller shutters
Available with standard speed or high speed options in
steel or aluminium. Roller shutters are the most common
door systems in use today and provide economic, robust
and reliable opening security. Lots of models, both
insulated and non insulated, with a range of features are
available in a choice of finishes including powder coat and
plastisol.

Commercial shutters
Hart’s commercial shutters are a feature of many retail
thoroughfares be they traditional ‘High Streets’, railway
stations or airports. Typically powered by single phase
motors, these self-coil shutters have standard curtains
featuring galvanised steel convex lath finished in polyester
powder coat or plasticol to the customer’s choice of colour.
Automatic hold-down locking is standard with additional
locking available if required.

Doors for all reasons
Energy Conservation

Environmental protection

On frequently used doors is
achieved via automation and
speed. If a door is open no matter
how much insulation it has it is
energy inefficient. However the
more a door is closed the more
important the insulation becomes
to energy efficiency.

The brand original Speedor
delivers high speed automated
and safe operation. This provides
solutions for a wide range of
challenges faced by industry,
environmental improvement
providing pleasant working
conditions, keeping out vermin
and dust and providing efficient
easy access to people and
vehicles whilst maintain this
environment.

Cleanroom standards

Food standards

Speedor Cleanroom has been
designed for manufacturers
where cleanliness is a vital part
of an industrial process. Its
design features a top roll and
motor covers designed to
minimise particle accumulation.
The optional invisible touch
control unit is an ideal hygienic
solution for sectors such as
pharmaceuticals, chemicals and
healthcare sectors. There are
other significant features
including pressure resistance and
air permeability.

Speedor Easyclean has been
designed for door openings to a
maximum 4m x 4m and is capable
of many thousands of operations
every week. Built as standard in
polyester powder-coated steel and
with an option to be built using
stainless steel components it has
been designed with easy access to
wash down all areas of the door’s
frame system. It uses a minimum
of IP65 electrical components
which enables food industries to
conform to rigorous hygiene
requirements.

Fire standards

Security standards

Hart’s fire shutter range is in
demand where fire
compartmentalisation is vital.
When used in conveyor
installations the motors can be
uprated to give frequent operation
and operation can be fully
interfaced with the conveyor
operating systems as in airport
baggage systems. Key features are
high speed, frequent operations,
safe, automated, stainless steel or
other high standards of finish.

Hart’s latest security shutter, Terror
Screen, is a heavy-duty roller
shutter designed for exceptional
protection. Terror Screen complies
with standard LPS 1175 SR4 Issue
7 and with full third party
certification from BRE /LPC. It
delivers up to 20 minutes
protection from attack, enough
time for on-site security to arrive.
The shutter is now in use on some
key UK sites.

Hart Door Systems Limited
Redburn Road, Westerhope Industrial Estate
Newcastle upon Tyne NE5 1PJ
Email: sales@hartdoors.com
www.hartdoors.com
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